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Abstract—Modern RF environments are becoming increas-
ingly congested. This limits the opportunities and capabilities of
modern RF systems, obstructing the development and prolifera-
tion of new technologies. Novel vehicular RF technologies promise
a new era of transportation capabilities, but legacy design
techniques cannot adapt to the current spectral congestion. We
summarize recent RF Convergence results and discuss how they
mitigate spectral congestion in modern vehicular applications. We
propose a joint radar, communications, positioning, navigation,
and timing (JRCPNT) system architecture as a suitable candidate
for future automotive applications. We present relevant perfor-
mance bounds and initial experimental results to demonstrate the
potential performance enhancements of such multiple-function
RF systems. We define multiple-channel, multiple-user receiver
(MCMUR) techniques that enable this architecture and discuss
how these components cooperate to enable these performance
enhancements. We summarize initial experimental results to
demonstrate the viability of such multiple-function architectures
in the context of urban air mobility (UAM) and other automotive
applications.

Index Terms—RF Convergence, multiple-function RF systems,
urban air mobility, automated vehicles, space-time adaptive
processing, radar, communications, PNT

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern vehicular applications such as collision avoidance,
traffic management, and automatic navigation rely on a broad
range of RF sensors and devices. Intelligent transport systems
(ITS) enable these sensing and signaling capabilities by si-
multaneously operating multiple RF platforms. These systems
promise incredible performance but also significantly congest
the RF spectrum. Spectral congestion limits the opportunities
and capabilities of all RF systems, and is the primary obstacle
preventing the realization of modern vehicular RF applications.

RF convergence [1] demonstrates that cooperation between
different RF systems reduces spectral congestion and increases
individual performance [2], [3]. We applied these design
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principles to develop a multiple-function RF platform that
simultaneously enables positioning, navigation, and timing
(PNT) and communications for both ground and air vehicles
[4]. We propose a joint radar, communications, positioning,
navigation, and timing (JRCPNT) extension to this system
architecture as a suitable platform for future urban air mobility
(UAM) and automotive applications.
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Fig. 1. Numerous vehicular applications benefit from simultaneous sensing
and communications capabilities. PNT services offer extremely precise po-
sitioning and navigation capabilities, but radar systems are still critical for
detecting and tracking uncooperative targets such as pedestrians or legacy
vehicles. Integrated communications provides a feedback channel for the radar
and PNT services, increasing performance and also improving security against
cyberattack.

Modern automotive applications leverage multiple sens-
ing modalities to execute sophisticated tasks. Our proposed
JRCPNT architecture provides the multiple functionalities
needed to enable safety-critical automotive applications such
as collision avoidance, traffic management, and automatic
navigation. By consolidating these functions into a single
platform, we reduce the overall spectral demand. The multiple-
channel, multiple-user receiver (MCMUR) leverages the in-
trinsic cooperation of these services to improve performance
and reliability. We explore several multiple-function waveform
techniques that are suitable for this design. This problem is978-1-7281-8942-0/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE



generally discussed in the context of cars and other ground
vehicles, but with the advent of low-cost UAVs and flying cars,
these results may be readily extensible to UAM applications.

II. THEORETICAL LIMITS

Comprehensive performance limits are difficult to formulate
for RF convergence systems because the performance metrics
for each sub-system may be generally unrelated. We define
a set of performance metrics for radar, communications, and
PNT systems and discuss how to jointly compare these sub-
systems in the context of RF convergence.

A. Performance Metrics

Radar, communications, and PNT systems may be char-
acterized by numerous performance metrics, each of which
capture different aspects of the system. We briefly discuss
some of the most relevant metrics in the context of vehicular
RF convergence.

1) Radar Performance Metrics: Traditional radar systems
detect and measure the relative position and velocity of moving
targets. Detection performance is usually characterized by
the probability of detection Pd and the probability of false
alarm Pf . Tracking performance may be coarsely charac-
terized by range resolution SR, angular resolution SA, and
velocity resolution SV . An information theoretic metric called
estimation rate was formulated in [5], which captures how
much information is learned about a target by conducting a
radar measurement. This non-traditional metric is useful when
comparing radar systems to communications systems, which
are usually characterized by the rate of information transfer
rather than estimation of physical parameters.

2) Communications Performance Metrics: Standard com-
munications systems transfer information. The rate of this
transfer is characterized by the data rate R, and the rate of
any errors in the received data is characterized by the bit error
rate (BER). The capacity C of a communications link is the
maximum rate at which the system can operate with negligible
errors in the decoded message. This metric is commonly used
to compare the theoretical performance of different types of
communications systems.

3) PNT Performance Metrics: PNT refers to a broad class
of RF systems that enable some or all of these three ser-
vices. We focus on two-way ranging (TWR) systems, which
execute range estimation and time synchronization between
users. We characterize TWR performance using mean squared
error (MSE) on time-of-flight (ToF) στ and time offset σT .
MIMO TWR platforms can extend these ranging capabilities
to estimate relative position and orientation [4], which have
corresponding MSE performance metrics depending on the
geometric representation (Cartesian, polar, spherical, etc.).
This transformation is referred to as geometric dilution of
precision (GDoP).

B. Limits on Communications and Sensing

Joint radar-communications was one of the first research
topics in the field of RF convergence. Theoretical and sim-
ulated performance bounds on joint radar-communications

performance have been explored for different types of radar
systems, including mono-static [2], [3], multi-static [6], and
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [7].

Several bounds were derived and compared in [2] for
cooperative radar and communications systems. These bounds
compare the radar estimation rate and communications data
rate under different cooperation strategies, demonstrating that
cooperative RF convergence techniques may improve per-
formance for both users simultaneously. These bounds are
recreated (with permission) in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Theoretical performance bounds for different radar-communications
cooperation strategies, as derived in [2]. RF convergence techniques (succes-
sive interference cancellation, water-filling) simultaneously improve perfor-
mance of both sub-systems.

C. Limits on Communications, Sensing, and PNT
Two-dimensional performance manifolds like the ones de-

picted in Figure 2 can inform system design decisions, but
when the metric space grows to include more systems and
more performance metrics, it becomes increasingly difficult to
visualize. For JRCPNT systems, we are primarily concerned
with data rate, estimation rate, and MSE on ToF and time
offset (στ , σT ). The latter two are closely related [8], so we can
sufficiently capture a JRCPNT system performance manifold
using three dimensions. Defining this manifold is an open
problem that we are currently pursuing in several parallel
studies [9]. Figure 3 depicts a notional performance manifold
and how it facilitates optimizing JRCPNT system parameters.
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Fig. 3. Notional performance manifold for a joint radar, communications,
and sensing system, and how this manifold influences system design and
optimization decisions.



III. MULTIPLE-FUNCTION WAVEFORMS

Multi-function RF systems may be implemented by de-
ploying multi-function waveforms that simultaneously enable
multiple functionalities. Historically, waveform design has
been severely limited by hardware capabilities, especially
for high-power systems like radars. With the advent of pro-
grammable software-defined radios (SDRs) and efficient RF
front ends, however, we can now afford significantly more
flexibility in the design and implementation of RF waveforms.
Unfortunately, many of the design decisions that improve per-
formance for one sub-system limit performance for the others,
so multi-function waveform design requires careful balance
and optimization between the different tasks depending on the
application.

A. Waveform Design

Numerous studies have considered integration of commu-
nications data in radar waveforms using a variety of tech-
niques [10], [11]. Radar waveforms typically have desir-
able cross-correlation properties, making them suitable for
TWR systems as well [4]. We have previously developed
a family of polyphase-coded frequency modulated (PCFM)
waveforms that have been validated on hardware and are
suitable candidates for a JRCPNT system. This family in-
cludes tandem-hopped radar communications (THoRaCs) [12],
phase-attached radar communications (PARC) [13], and far-
field radiated emission design (FFRED) [14], which we briefly
describe below.

1) THoRaCs: tandem-hopped radar communications
(THoRaCs) uses spectral hopping to create spectral gaps
in an FM noise radar emission, into which orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) communications
may be embedded. With proper spectral shaping, this creates
a composite radar-communications waveform with good
spectral containment and low range sidelobes [12].

Fig. 4. Free-space experimental demonstration of THoRaCs dual-function
radar/communication waveforms. (L) Range-Doppler response from moving
vehicles traversing an intersection 1 km from the test setup. (R) Demodulated
64-QAM constellation at the intended receiver after synchronization and
equalization [12].

2) PARC: The phase-attached radar communications
(PARC) framework combines continuous phase modulation
(CPM) and PCFM to embed communications data in the phase
of a radar waveform, which enables wide-band imaging and
communications (up to 8 MB/s has been demonstrated) [13].

3) FFRED: FFRED is a two-stage iterative optimization
approach for designing multi-function waveforms in far-field
conditions. This approach generates a set of FM waveforms
that combine in the far-field to realize a radar waveform in
one direction and a communications signal in another, without
sub-arraying (experimentally demonstrated in [15]).

B. Active Hypothesis Testing

For dynamic applications, an “optimal” operating point
on the manifold in Figure 3 may become suboptimal as
the scenario evolves. An optimal waveform design strategy
may then become suboptimal over an ensemble of different
scenarios. We may instead consider a family of waveforms
that achieve different operating points on the performance
manifold, and use active hypothesis testing (AHT) to dynam-
ically choose the most appropriate option at any given time.
For each observation, AHT chooses an operating mode that
yields maximally informative statistics. In this context, an
observation is an RF emission event and an operating mode
is a choice of waveform.

We developed tight, non-asymptotic bounds on the prob-
ability of error in a fixed horizon setting [16], [17], which
suggest novel adaptive strategies that significantly reduce the
amount of data required to make a reliable inference. In the
context of vehicular applications, consider the detection of
an anomaly in one of multiple vehicles. We compare our
Deterministic Adaptive Strategy (DAS) to the classical Open-
Loop Randomized Strategy (ORS) [18] in Figure 5. To achieve
a mis-classification probability of the order 10−7, the classical
approach takes about 30% more samples. Furthermore, our
new bounds provide tight approximation to the observed
performance. These results may be readily extended to the
problem of dynamic waveform selection using the mixed
metrics described above [19].

Fig. 5. Performance comparison of DAS and ORS against strong and weak
performance bounds for anomaly detection.

C. Integrated Security and Privacy

Cybersecurity is a growing threat for many safety-critical
applications, including automated vehicles and flying cars.
Many consumer-grade RF systems rely on GPS to provide



timing and positioning services, but this system is increasingly
vulnerable to spoofing and hijacking [20]–[22]. Furthermore,
traditional medium-access control techniques cannot scale to
meet the increasing size of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) networks. We consider several
decentralized methods for scheduling exchanges in V2V net-
works, and discuss how integrated communications can secure
these networks from spoofing cyberattacks.

We have designed and analyzed decentralized remote esti-
mation strategies with and without local communication [23].
Figure 6 compares various decentralized strategies against
theoretical performance bounds. The consensus-based scheme
that computes order statistics in a distributed fashion offers fast
convergence, but a higher convergent MSE. The consensus-
based quantile scheme (adapting the method in [24]) offers a
much lower convergent MSE, but at the expense of a slower
convergence rate. Our novel hybrid scheme achieves the best
of both strategies.

Fig. 6. Performance comparison of the consensus method, distributed quantile
estimation, and new hybrid consensus strategy for remote estimation/sensor
scheduling versus theoretical bounds.

IV. MULTIPLE-FUNCTION PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Many limitations constrain the design and development of
RF technologies, including computational complexity, hard-
ware capabilities, and size, weight, power, and cost (SWaP-C).
As high-performance hardware becomes more readily avail-
able, many processing techniques that were previously consid-
ered too cumbersome for practical implementation have now
become viable solutions to advanced processing challenges.
These techniques are critical for enabling multi-function
transceivers.

A. Channel Models and Estimation

Channel modeling and estimation are persistent challenges
for numerous types of RF systems, especially for multi-
function systems in vehicular applications. In [25], we de-
veloped channel models and estimation strategies for V2V
communications. We observed that a sparse-clustered channel

model arises from highway driving constraints. We express this
channel model in terms of impact on the sampled multiple-
antenna, received-signal data matrix Z ∈ Cnant×nsamp , given
by

Z =
∑
k

DRX,k

{∑
m

∑
n

Hm,nDm,n(Srn)

}
+

∑
j

DRX,j

{∑
m

∑
n

Hm,nDm,n(Scn)

}
+ N (1)

for the nth multiple-antenna source Sn ∈ Cnrxant×nsamp .
The nth source has a set of distortions, where the mth

distortion is indicated by Dm,n(·). Each transmitter and distor-
tion has a corresponding channel matrix Hm,n, though they
may also indicate non-linearities, frequency shifts, or some
combination thereof. Finally, the receiver has a set of poten-
tial distortions, with the kth receiver distortion indicated by
DRX,k(·). For clarity, we distinguish communication signals
from radar/sensing signals, but we can extend these results
to multiple-function waveforms. We observe that hardware
distortion is often ignored except in the context of peak-to-
average-power-ratios for OFDM signals.

Numerous estimation strategies have been proposed for
multiple-function receivers [26]–[29], but optimal channel esti-
mation for integrated radar, communications, and PNT remains
an open problem. We consider joint channel estimation (with
some abuse of notation) in the context of mixed-metrics:

Hm,n = arg min
Ĥm,n

∥∥∥∥∥Z−∑
k

DRX,k

{∑
m

∑
n

Hm,nDm,n(Srn)
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2

+
∑
n

λnP
[
Ŝcn(Ĥm,n,Z) 6= Scn

]}
. (2)

We further contend that as the vehicular spectrum becomes
more densely occupied, interference mitigation will require
precise understanding of channel estimation errors and hard-
ware model mismatch. Parameter estimation bounds that ac-
count for model mismatch can substantially assist in identify-
ing which errors are most essential to address.

B. Multi-Function Receiver Techniques

Temporal and spatial mitigation techniques allow joint re-
ceivers to disentangle individual components from composite
waveforms. We generalize our previously formulated multiple-
antenna, multiple-user receiver [30] to include temporal miti-
gation and space-time adaptive processing (STAP) techniques.

1) Temporal Mitigation: One of our basic algorithmic
building blocks is temporal mitigation. If we have nsamp
samples of nsig impinging signals (which can be extended to
include distortion such as delays), then we can build a matrix
that contains all these signals, X̃ ∈ Cnsig×nsamp . This matrix
X̃ contains a stacked set of known or estimated distorted
transmitted signals Sn. Using an nant receive data matrix



Z ∈ Cnant×nsamp , we construct an interference-mitigated data
matrix Z̃ by projecting onto an orthogonal basis to some
known or estimated waveform:

Z̃ = ZP⊥X 6m
= Z− ZXH

6m (X 6mXH
6m)−1 X 6m , (3)

X̃ =

(
xm
X 6m

)
, (4)

where we can decompose the matrix X̃ of currently estimated
signals into xm, the signal of interest, and X 6m, the “other”
estimated signals. The signal Z̃ can be used directly by radar
signal processing. This approach is applied iteratively, and the
dimension of the interference subspace typically grows upon
successive passes of this nonlinear receiver. Consequently,
the estimated sequence might start without any estimated se-
quences and the number of rows might grow on each iteration
(indicated by ·(k)), so that rows

{
X

(k+1)
6m

}
≥ rows

{
X

(k)
6m

}
.

2) Space-Time Adaptive Processing: By combining spa-
tial and temporal approaches, we construct a receiver [30]
that is a multiple-function extension to the multiple-antenna
multiple-user detector [31]–[33]. Starting with the most easily
decodeable signal, we iteratively apply space-time adaptive
processing (STAP) by building the matrix Z̆ that contains a
stacked set of delayed versions of Z̃. Given some training data
and reference x′m and temporally mitigated training data Z̆′,
the STAP beamformer w is given by

x̂m = wH Z̆ , w = (Z̆′ Z̆′H)−1 Z̆′ (x′m)H (5)

where x̂m is the multiple-channel mutliple-user receiver (MC-
MUR) STAP beamformer output. This signal is then used by
the communications and PNT portions of the processing chain.
After decoding, remodulated signals are used to construct
P⊥X6m

.

V. MULTIPLE-FUNCTION RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE

Multiple-function receivers significantly increase the com-
putational complexity of the receive processing chain, but also
offer an opportunity for the sub-systems to share information
to reduce complexity, improve performance, and enable new
hybrid applications. The receiver techniques defined above are
generally considered impractical because of the computational
cost, but we assert that the newest class of domain-specific
hardware will make these techniques viable. In a previous
study [4], we developed, implemented, and validated a joint
communications-PNT system. In Figure 7, we extend that
receiver architecture to include STAP processing techniques
and basic radar functionalities. We briefly discuss how these
sub-systems might interact to improve performance and enable
multiple functions for vehicular applications.

A. Communications Processing

Integrated communications enable back-channel informa-
tion for the radar and PNT systems, which improves per-
formance and also enables phase-accurate distributed coher-
ence algorithms [4]. Cooperative targets can use this com-
munications link to share telemetry data that improves time
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Fig. 7. Joint radar, communications, and PNT receiver processing chain. We
extend the receiver architecture developed and validated in [4] to include radar
processing and space-time adaptive processing techniques. This architecture
would generally be considered impractical for real implementations, but we
assert that the newest generation of domain-specific RF hardware platforms
will begin to support this level of receiver processing.

synchronization and estimation techniques. The communica-
tions component may also be leveraged to execute successive
interference cancellation (SIC) to reduce interference for other
users in the same band, as depicted in Figure 8.
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Fig. 9: The spectrogram images of the composite waveform and the SIC waveform provide a good way to visualize the radar system
performance. (a) Both the radar and communications waveform power are visible in the composite waveform. (b) After SIC, the residual
power is very small and a high-resolution radar return is obtained.
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Fig. 10: Comparing the channel estimation accuracy of a joint radar-
communications system to a radar only system provides a good way
to analyze the performance loss. Here, the joint radar-communications
system experiences <5 dB estimation loss, which is small and within
the expected range.

(MISO) joint multiple access channel topology consisting of
a radar and communications transmitter and a single receiver.
For the experiments, a quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)
and linear frequency modulated (LFM) chirp were utilized as
the communications and radar waveforms, respectively.

To characterize the communications system performance
we analyzed the bit error rate as a function of the radar
transmitter gain. The receiver is able to successfully decode
the message up until the radar transmitter gain is equal
to the communications transmitter gain. To characterize the
radar system performance we measured the residual com-
munications power after successive interference cancellation
(SIC). The residual communications power was negligible,
approximately the noise floor. Finally, we showed that the
channel estimation error of the joint communications-radar
system was < 5 dB when compared to a radar only system.

In this work, we limited our discussion to characterizing the
performance of the joint communications-radar system archi-
tecture. We are currently investigating a range of potentially
significant improvements to the architecture and exploring
numerous more sophisticated scenarios. With these improve-
ments we plan to investigate joint radar and communications
performance bounds and more specifically, the radar estima-
tion rate.
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users before and after successive interference cancellation. The communi-
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B. PNT Processing

In a previous study [4], we demonstrated that a distributed
PNT synchronization algorithm enabled extremely precise
ranging (< 5 cm) with moderately low bandwidth (10 MHz).
This system also synchronizes users to within fractions of a
nanosecond. These results may be extended here to provide
feedback mechanisms for the other two tasks. If cooperative
users execute this PNT algorithm, many of the synchronization
aspects of the communications processing chain are redundant;
the PNT algorithm generates much better carrier frequency
offset (CFO) and time-of-arrival (ToA) estimates than tradi-
tional communications processing is capable of, so these can
be used directly to skip some processing steps and improve
performance. The ranging capabilities of this algorithm can
also inform radar tracking techniques to reduce the necessary
search space for tracking cooperative targets.

C. Radar Processing

Despite the high-precision ranging capabilities of the PNT
task, the radar task is critical for detecting and tracking



noncooperative targets. While PNT ranging is suitable for
traffic management in cooperative networks, radar is critical
for detecting non-cooperative obstacles such as legacy vehi-
cles, vehicles in failure states, pedestrians, debris, and other
potentially life-threatening obstructions. Traditional radar sys-
tems operate at significantly higher power and bandwidth
than the other two tasks, so being forced in to the low-
power, narrow-band paradigm is generally viewed as a harsh
restriction. Modern RF Convergence results [1]–[3], however,
demonstrate that radar systems can leverage these other tasks
to significantly improve performance even in this low-power
regime.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel joint radar, communications, posi-
tioning, navigation, and timing (JRCPNT) radio architecture
and discussed its relevance to urban air mobility (UAM) and
automotive applications. We identified relevant performance
metrics for comparing these sub-systems and discussed rel-
evant lower bounds on performance. We presented several
appropriate multiple-function waveform design methods and
multiple-function receiver processing techniques. We assert
that this RF system is a viable solution for future spectrum
challenges and transportation applications.
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